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VocabStory offers a unique learning experience by 
helping users build their vocabulary in the context of 
short stories.
It provides an immersive experience with stories in 
multiple languages            and subjects, and features 
like interactive flashcards             and audiobook 
narration.



Case Summary
How might we design a mobile app 
that empowers people to learn new 
vocabulary?

Background:

People of all ages and backgrounds take courses to 
challenge themselves, further their career, or purely for 
the enjoyment of learning! At CareerFoundry, we 
believe that learning something new, (and learning how 
to learn!), is a critical life skill no matter your age, 
location, or circumstances.

With that said, it can be incredibly difficult to design a 
product or service that meets everyone’s needs at the 
same time—the world is full of all types of users, after 
all. Every good project brief should define the specific 
circumstances and specifications of the problem the 
project is solving.

• Competitor Research 4x 

• User Interviews 4x

• Proto Persona 

• User / Job Stories
Problem / Hypothesis

• User Journey Maps

• Low Fidelity Prototype

• User Testing 4x

• Conclusion / Learnings

Project Scope:

When:   3 Weeks, March 2023

Who:   Julian Sterz (Solo Project) 

What:

Requirements:

• Onboarding page

• A way to sign up and log in

• An admin area where users can access their 
information

• A menu to navigate the application

• A way to upload new vocabulary words and 
definitions

• A means of reviewing vocabulary



Once upon a time …  

“I love getting close to other 
cultures by learning a language.”

“I have difficulties to 
integrate the language 

better into my 
everyday life.”

… a persona named Livia lived in Berlin. 

View File

https://juliansterz.de/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/1.3-VocabStory-Proto-Persona-20220320-1.pdf


A dedicated designer saw her misery, … thought … 

“In learning I need to 
create connections, 
I need context .” • Vocabulary learning app

• Empower People to learn

• Splashscreen, Onboarding, Learn, Review

• Competitor Research

• User Research

• …

… and set out to find a solution that would help her.



He looked at similar solutions and analyzed exactly … 

 … what strengths and weaknesses they have,

View File

https://juliansterz.de/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/1.1-VocabStory-Competitor-Research-20220314-1.pdf


asked his fellows for advice … 

… and strived for better understanding of Livia's problem.

View File

https://juliansterz.de/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/1.2-VocabStory-Interview-Summary-20220317-1.pdf


“We need to learn in multiple 
dimensions, like reading and listening 
and also having a visual connection.”

“I feel pleasure when 
new vocabulary start 

to settle down.”

“I think that a context in which 
you learn new things helps to 
better memorize, like a story 

or a historical context.”

“I memorize vocabulary from 
the situation where and from 

whom I  heard it:”

“I look up words in a synonym’s 
dictionary in order to broaden 

my scope.”



He immediately set to work … 

… but soon he could no longer see the forest for the trees.



A friendly wizard offered him advice … 

… which gave him back his confidence …

Reduce - set Limits!
Low fidelity!



… and a clear vision of what to focus on. 

But when he felt safe …

View File

https://juliansterz.de/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/1.4-VocabStory-Information-Architecture-20220322.pdf


… and thought he had the solution … 

… a scary gang of giants blocked his way.

Halt!
Stop!

View Wireframes

https://juliansterz.de/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/1.5-Wireframes-20230327-.pdf


Test Prototype

https://marvelapp.com/prototype/bef7471/screen/91113361


They put him to severe tests … 

He overcame them strengthened.

“I like the overall 
Idea of the app.”

“ No Logo on 
every screen!”

“Some functionalities 
could be more intuitive 
or better explained.”

“Offers more advanced 
students the opportunity 

to continue studying.”

“Mark any word of the 
text to look it up and 

create a card from it.”

“Call to action wording 
must be very clear.”



The feedback he received was so valuable  … 

 … that he was sure he would do Livia a big favor.

View File

https://juliansterz.de/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/1.6-VocabStory-Usability-Test-Conclusion-20230329-1.pdf


When he returned home, dog-tired, he was already making … 

… new plans on how to improve and to grow.

“Start as low 
fidelity as possible.”

“Get into feedback loops 
(interview, tests, …) as 

early as possible.”

“Start with the basic 
functionality, add extra 

features later, if possible.”

“Stay in one platform, 
for example Figma.”



Let’s w
ork together!

Thanks for watching!

hello@juliansterz.de LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/in/julian-sterz
mailto:hello@juliansterz.de
https://www.linkedin.com/in/julian-sterz/

